Abstract: Document clustering has been used for better document retrieval and text mining. In this paper, we investigate if a biomedical ontology improves biomedical literature clustering performance in terms of the effectiveness and the scalability. For this investigation, we perform a comprehensive comparison study of various document clustering approaches such as hierarchical clustering methods, Bisecting K-means, K-means and Suffix Tree Clustering (STC). According to our experiment results, a biomedical ontology significantly enhances clustering quality on biomedical documents. In addition, our results show that decent document clustering approaches, such as Bisecting K-means, K-means and STC, gains some benefit from the ontology while hierarchical algorithms showing the poorest clustering quality do not reap the benefit of the biomedical ontology.
Introduction
Document clustering was initially investigated for improving Information Retrieval (IR) performance (i.e., precision and recall) because similar documents grouped by document clustering tend to be relevant to the same user queries (Wang et al., 2002; Zamir and Etzioni, 1998) . However, document clustering has not been widely used in IR systems (Cutting et al., 1992) because document clustering was too slow or infeasible for very large document sets in the early days due to its nature of pair-wise similarity comparison and high dimensionality of vector space model. As faster clustering algorithms have been introduced, they have been adopted in document clustering. Document clustering has been recently used to facilitate nearest-neighbour search (Buckley and Lewit, 1985) , to support an interactive document browsing paradigm (Cutting et al., 1992; Koller and Sahami, 1997; Gruber, 1993) and to construct hierarchical topic structures (van Rijsbergen, 1979) . Thus, document clustering plays a more important role for IR and text mining communities since the most natural form to store information is text and text information has increased exponentially.
The goal of this paper is to investigate if Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) (http:// www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=mesh), a biomedical ontology, improves biomedical literature clustering performance in terms of the effectiveness and the scalability. For this investigation, we perform a comprehensive comparison study of various document clustering approaches such as hierarchical clustering methods (single-link, complete-link and average-link), Bisecting K-means (Steinbach et al., 2000) , K-means and STC (Zamir and Etzioni, 1998) to mainly measure how much each clustering approach gains benefit from biomedical ontology MeSH on biomedical literature clustering using four different clustering evaluation metrics.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we classify document clustering approaches. Section 3 briefly discusses ontology and MeSH. We explain how we use a biomedical ontology, MeSH, on document clustering (especially on vector space model) in Section 4. In Section 5, an extensive experimental evaluation on MEDLINE papers is conducted and the results are reported. Section 6 concludes our paper.
Classification of document clustering approaches
A number of document clustering approaches have been developed for several decades. Most of these document clustering approaches are based on the vector space representation and apply various clustering algorithms to the representation. Thus, the approaches can be categorised as hierarchical or partitional (Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 1990) .
Hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithms were used for document clustering. The algorithms successively merge the most similar objects based on the pairwise distances between objects until a termination condition holds. Thus, the algorithms can be classified by the way they select the pair of objects for calculating the similarity measure (e.g., single-link, complete-link and average-link). An advantage of the algorithms is that they generate a document hierarchy so that users can drill up and drill down for specific topics of interest. However, due to their cubic time complexity, they are limited for a very large number of documents.
Partitional clustering algorithms (especially K-means) are the most widely-used algorithms in document clustering (Steinbach et al., 2000) . Most of the algorithms first randomly select k centroids and then decompose the objects into k disjoint groups through iteratively relocating objects based on the similarity between the centroids and the objects. The clusters become optimal in terms of certain criterion functions. As the most widely-used partitional algorithm K-means minimises the sum of squared distances between the objects and their corresponding cluster centroids. K-means's complexity is O(k × T × n), where k is the number of clusters, T is the number of iterations for relocating objects and n is the number of objects. As a variation of K-means, BiSecting K-means (Steinbach et al., 2000) first pick a cluster (normally the biggest one) to split and then splits the objects into two groups (i.e., k = 2) using K-means. One major drawback of partitional clustering algorithms is that clustering results are heavily sensitive to the initial centroids because the centroids are randomly selected.
There are some hybrid document clustering approaches that combine hierarchical and partitional clustering algorithms. For instance, Buckshot (Cutting et al., 1992 ) is basically K-means but uses the average-link to set cluster centroids with the assumption that hierarchical clustering algorithms provide superior clustering quality to K-means. In order to create cluster centroids for K-means, Buckshot first picks kn objects randomly and then uses an average-link algorithm whose complexity is (O(n 2 log n)). In order to make the overall complexity linear, Buckshot selects kn objects. However, as Larsen and Aone (2002) pointed out that using an hierarchical algorithm for centroids does not significantly improve the overall clustering quality, compared with the random selection of centroids.
Recently, Hotho et al. (2002) introduced the semantic document clustering approach that uses background knowledge. The authors apply an ontology during the construction of a vector space representation by mapping terms in documents to ontology concepts and then aggregating concepts based on the concept hierarchy, which is called Concept Selection and Aggregation (COSA). As a result of COSA, they resolve a synonym problem and introduce more general concepts in the vector space to easily identify related topics (Hotho et al., 2002) . Their method, however, can not reduce the dimensionality (i.e., the document features) in the vector space; it still suffers from the 'Curse of Dimensionality'.
While all the approaches mentioned above represent documents as a feature vector, STC (Zamir and Etzioni, 1998) does not rely on the vector space model. STC does not treat a document as "a set of words", where the order is not important, but rather as an ordered sequence of words (i.e., a set of phrases). In fact, phrases instead of words have long been used in IR systems (Buckley et al., 1995) . One of major drawbacks of STC is that semantically similar nodes may be distant within a suffix tree, because STC does not consider the semantic relationships among phrases (nodes or base clusters). In addition, some common expressions may lead to combine unrelated documents. Recently, zu Eissen et al. (2005) applied STC to the RCV1 document collection of Reuters Corporation and showed STC did not produce good clustering results; the average F-measure was 0.44.
Background: ontology and Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)
The most widely used definition of ontology 1 by Gruber (1993) is that "ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualisation"; 'conceptualisation' refers to an abstract model of a domain knowledge. To this end, an ontology is organised by concepts by identifying all the possible relationships among the concepts. Thus, for well-structured ontologies such as MeSH, the corresponding domain communities can reach a consensus on the knowledge in the ontologies. For this reason, ontologies can be used as domain knowledge for knowledge-based systems or intelligent agents. We use the MeSH ontology to apply our approach to biomedical domain.
MeSH by the National Library of Medicine mainly consists of the controlled vocabulary and a MeSH Tree. The controlled vocabulary contains several different types of terms, such as Descriptor, Qualifiers, Publication Types, Geographics and Entry terms. Among them, Descriptors and Entry terms are used in this research because only they can be extracted from documents. Descriptor terms are main concepts or main headings. Entry terms are the synonyms or the related terms to descriptors. For example, 'Neoplasms' as a descriptor has the following entry terms {'Cancers', 'Tumors', 'Benign Neoplasms', etc.}. MeSH descriptors are organised in a MeSH Tree, which can be seen as a MeSH Concept Hierarchy. In the MeSH Tree there are 15 categories (e.g., category A for anatomic terms) and each category is further divided into subcategories. For each subcategory, corresponding descriptors are hierarchically arranged from most general to most specific. In fact, because descriptors normally appear in more than one place in the tree, they are represented in a graph rather than a tree.
In addition to its ontology role, MeSH descriptors were originally used to index MEDLINE papers. For this purpose around 10-20 MeSH terms are manually assigned to each paper (after reading full papers). On the assignment of MeSH terms to papers, around 3-5 MeSH terms are set as 'MajorTopics' that primarily represent an paper. This process is illustrated in Figure 1 . This figure shows that MeSH Entry term sets are detected from 'Doc 1 ' and 'Doc 2 ' documents using the MeSH ontology, the Entry terms are replaced with Descriptors based on the MeSH ontology and then too general or too common Descriptors (E, F, J and K in Figure 1 ) are eliminated. 
Document sets
For test document sets, we first collected document sets related to various diseases from MEDLINE. We use 'MajorTopic' tag along with the disease MeSH terms as queries to MEDLINE. Table 1 shows the base document sets retrieved from MEDLINE. After retrieving the data sets, we generate various document combinations whose numbers of classes are 2-12 (as shown in Table 2 ) by randomly mixing the document sets in Table 1 . The document sets used for generating the combinations are later used as answer keys on the performance measure. Each corpus name in Table 2 indicates the number of document sets (i.e., k) used for the corpus generation and what document sets are used (each document set ID (see Table 1 ) is delimited by "-"). The format of corpus ID is [Ck.n], where k is the number of document sets and n is a sequence number for a different combination. Table 2 List of test corpora generated from the base data sets (continued) 
Corpus name

Evaluation methods
Clustering approaches have been evaluated by comparing clustering output with known classes as answer keys. There have been a number of comparison metrics, such as mutual information metric (Xu and Gong, 2004) , Misclassification Index (MI) (Zeng et al., 2002) , cluster purity (Zhao and Karypis, 2001 ), confusion matrix (Aggarwal et al., 1999) , F-measure (Larsen and Aone, 1999) and Entropy; see Yoo and Hu (2006) for more discussion on these evaluation metrics. Among them we use MI, cluster purity, F-measure and normalised Entropy. MI is the ratio of the number of misclassified objects to the size of the whole data set; thus, MI with 0% means the perfect clustering. For example, MI is calculated as follows under the situation shown in the Table 3. Note that the total number of objects in classes is the same as the number of objects in clusters.
# of misclassified objects 3 MI 3%. total # of objects 100 = = = No misclassified objects 3 objects misclassified No misclassified objects F-measure is a measure that combines the recall and the precision from information retrieval. When F-measure is used as a clustering quality measure, each cluster is treated as the retrieved documents for a query and each class is regarded as an ideal query result. Larsen and Aone (1999) defined overall clustering F-measure as the weighted average of all values for the F-measure as given by the following: for class i and cluster j max{ ( , )}, where the max function is over all clusters,
is the number of documents, and ( , ) .
However, this formula is sometimes problematic; if a cluster has the majority (or even all) of objects, more than a class are matched with only such a cluster for calculating F-measure and some clusters are not matched with any classes (meaning that those clusters are not evaluated in F-measure). Thus, we exclude matched clusters on the process of the max function. In consequence, a class is matched with only a cluster that yields the maximum F-measure. The cluster purity indicates the percentage of the dominant class members in the given cluster; the percentage is nothing more than the maximum precision over the classes. For measuring the overall clustering purity, we use the weighted average purity as shown below (for class i and cluster j). Like F-measure, we eliminate matched clusters on the process of the max function. Purity = max {Precision ( , )}, where is the number of documents.
The entropy of a cluster implies how the members of the k classes are distributed within each cluster. Like F-measure and purity, we use weight average Entropy as an overall clustering metric as shown below (for class i and cluster j)
where ( , ) is Precision( , ) and is the number of documents.
However, since this Entropy ranges 0 to log 2 k (k is the number of classes), we normalise the Entropy by dividing log 2 k as shown below. 
Experimental setting
In order to investigate if biomedical ontology MeSH can improve biomedical literature clustering results, we compare the effectiveness of the seven document clustering approaches using four different clustering evaluation metrics (as mentioned above), as shown in Table 4 . We provide all the clustering algorithms except STC with both (word*document) matrixes and (ontology concept*document) matrixes as inputs that are generated by doc2mat Perl script (http://www-users.cs.umn.edu/~karypis/cluto/ download.html). For STC, we input both a word string and a concept string (we detected MeSH Entry terms from each string and replaced them with MeSH descriptors). Because there is a very important parameter for cluster selection methods (LOS and Larg.) in Bisecting K-means, we use this parameter; the algorithm selects a cluster (to be bisected) with the least overall similarity among clusters (the LOS method) or just chooses the largest cluster among clusters (the Larg. method) -the choice of the cluster selection method sufficiently affects clustering results. The implementations of STC are based on (Gruber, 1993) . We use BiSecting K-means, K-means and hierarchical clustering algorithms in the CLUTO clustering package (http://www-users.cs.umn.edu/~karypis/cluto/download. html). Because BiSecting K-means and K-means may produce different clustering results every time due to their random initialisations, we ran them five times and get the average. All experiment results are from AMD Athlon™ 2600 (2.1 GHz) CPU PC with 1 GB of RAM. Note that the smaller MI and Entropy imply the better clustering quality while the bigger F-measure and purity indicate the better clustering quality. Table 4 shows the overall cluster quality improvement by the use of the MeSH ontology for Bisecting K-means, K-means, hierarchical approaches and STC on document clustering. The values in Table 4 are the average for 22 MEDLINE corpora. Figure 2 shows the comparison of MIs for the seven document clustering approaches. Figure 3 visually represents the overall cluster quality improvement by using the ontology for Bisecting K-means, K-means, and STC; we excluded hierarchical methods because of their poor scalability and performance. From Table 4 and Figures 2 and 3 , we notice the following observations:
Experimental results
• the MeSH ontology significantly improves clustering solutions on MEDLINE papers for all the document clustering approaches except hierarchical algorithms
• hierarchical approaches produce the poorest clustering results and also have the least scalability in our experiment
• STC gains the maximum benefit from the MeSH ontology on MEDLINE document clustering while hierarchical algorithms do not reap the benefit of the MeSH ontology
• STC has a scalability problem; it does not handle document datasets whose sizes are more than 45 k
• bisecting K-means yields the best clustering solutions on the use of the MeSH ontology. We observe that the biomedical ontology, MeSH, significantly enhances document clustering quality on MEDLINE papers for the decent clustering approaches (i.e., Bisecting K-means, K-means and STC). There are two reasons to support the result: dimension reduction on vector space and meaningful dimensions by ontology concepts. First, the use of the ontology on document representation based on vector space model greatly reduces the dimension sizes (i.e., the number of distinct document objects), as shown in Table 5 . The reduced dimension sizes may lead to enhanced clustering results. As Beyer et al. (1999) claimed, clustering in high dimensional space significantly hampers the similarity detection for documents because distances between every pair of objects tend to the same regardless of data distributions and distance functions.
Second, the use of the ontology involves only the ontology concepts in document representation on dimension construction so that simple words not having distinguishable power on clustering documents are eliminated on document representation. As Wang et al. (2002) pointed out, only a small number of words/terms in documents have distinguishable power on clustering documents. Because words/terms with distinguishable power are normally the concepts in the domain related to the documents, we believe the dimensions by the use of the biomedical ontology are more meaningful and helpful for document clustering. 
Conclusion
We perform a fairly comprehensive comparison study of document clustering on 22 MEDLINE corpora for seven document clustering approaches using four different clustering evaluation metrics to investigate if the biomedical ontology MeSH improves biomedical document clustering quality. Our primary finding is that the biomedical ontology MeSH significantly improves biomedical literature (MEDLINE) clustering for all the document clustering approaches except hierarchical approaches. In addition, we notice that hierarchical approaches and STC have a scalability problem and they did not show noticeable clustering performance. Document clustering has been widely used in information retrieval community for nearest-neighbour search, interactive document browsing paradigm and hierarchical topic structures. It has been also used as a preprocessing step in text mining because a set of documents is usually multiple-topics. As biomedical text information grows dramatically like MEDLINE, biomedical literature clustering would be an essential tool and biomedical ontology may play a more important role in document clustering than ever.
